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Abstract: In cases of identity crowding, a subject consciously sees items in a figure, even 
though they are presented too closely together for her to shift attention to each item. Block 
(2012, 2013) uses such cases to challenge the view that attention is necessary for consciousness. 
I argue that in identity crowding cases, subjects really do attend to the items. Specifically, they 
attend to the figure as a global object that contains the individual items as parts. To support this 
view, I provide evidence that attention can be directed to a global object (as when we attend to 
the gist of a scene) or a local object (as when we focus in on some element of that scene). My 
response helps to defend the view that attention is necessary for conscious perception. 

1. The Identity Crowding Debate 

 A recent debate (Block 2012, 2013, 2014; Tye 2014; Richards 2013, 2016; Taylor 2013) 

concerns whether cases of identity crowding provide a counterexample to the view that object-

seeing requires object-attention. Consider Figure 1:  

 

FIGURE 1 
With your gaze fixed on the central cross, attempt to shift attention from one line to the next 
without moving your eyes. Though you can visually resolve all of the lines, you are unable to 
attend to the individual lines in the middle of the figure, such as the sixth line from the cross 
(Intriligator & Cavanagh 2001). 
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According to Block, this is an example in which the grain of object seeing is finer than the grain 

of object attention. While keeping your eyes fixed on the cross, Block thinks that you can see 

each individual bar in the figure, even though you cannot attend to each bar in turn. That is, he 

thinks that this is a case in which you are able to see each individual tree in the forest, and not 

merely the “forest but not the trees” (Cavanagh 2001). Intriligator and Cavanagh seem to agree 

when they write that this figure demonstrates that “selection has a coarse grain, much coarser 

than visual resolution” (2001 p. 171). If Block is right, then there are some objects that you 

consciously see, even though you cannot select them via object attention. 

 There are two questions at issue in the identity crowding debate. First, when presented 

with a crowded figure like the one above, what exactly do we see? Do we see the individual 

items in the crowd, or do we merely see the collection of items? I will suggest that we see the 

items as parts of a global object, and distinguish this alternative from seeing each item as an 

object (Block 2012, 2013, 2014) or seeing the items collectively (Tye 2014). While I agree with 

Intriligator and Cavanagh’s claim that we “visually resolve” the items in the crowd, I think we do 

so by seeing them as part of the figure, and not as objects. Second, can we attend to the items in 

the crowd? I’ll present evidence in favor of the view that we sometimes attend globally to an 

object, and thereby gain some access to its parts. Again, I will distinguish this account from 

attending to each item as an object, or attending to the items collectively as a feature. My 

account is motivated by the psychological literature on global and local attention (Treisman 

2006). The view that I offer is one on which attention limits conscious seeing, and thus preserves 

the possibility that attention to an object is necessary for consciously seeing that object. 
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 The plan for the paper is as follows. In the next section, I present Block’s argument that 

we see each item in the crowd as an object, and respond to that argument by introducing the 

concept of local parts and global wholes. In section 3, I then distinguish my response to Block 

from a similar response by Tye (2014), who thinks that a subject sees the crowded figure as a 

collection of items. I summarize evidence for the minimal critical spacing of conscious vision, 

and suggest that this evidence is in tension with Tye’s account, but not with mine. Section 4 

introduces the notion of Global Attention, and shows that the phenomenology of identity 

crowding can be explained by attention to a global object. In the final section, I conclude that 

identity crowding cases don’t demonstrate consciousness of objects in the absence of attention to 

those objects. 

  

2. Seeing parts and wholes 

 Crowding is thought to be a ubiquitous phenomenon in peripheral vision, and the 

literature on crowding helps us to understand how parts and features get bound into objects in 

visual perception (Levi 2008; Whitney & Levi 2011; Treisman 1996, 1999). The study of 

crowding has led psychologists to posit that vision has windows of integration within which 

features are bound to an object. In the center of the visual field, the window of integration is 

small, often (if not always) encompassing no more than a single object. In contrast, windows of 

integration are thought to be much larger in the periphery of vision, where multiple objects may 

fall into a single window. The result is widespread crowding in the periphery (Levi 2008). 

Subjects report seeing a jumble of features but are unable to indicate which features belong to 

which objects in the crowd. For example, if shown an array of red and blue X’s and O’s, they 
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may be able to report that the array is red and blue, but they will be unable to make reliably 

correct reports about how many red X’s or blue O’s are in the array (Levi 2008; Treisman 1996, 

1999). The standard interpretation of this result is that the subject’s visual system has not bound 

the properties red and blue to particular objects in that array, and so they cannot perform tasks 

that require them to make accurate judgments about combinations of features. Instead, subjects 

report seeing a “jumble” of properties and objects. 

 Not all cases of crowding result in experiences that are jumbled, however. In cases of 

what Block calls identity crowding, subjects are presented with a crowded figure in which all of 

the items are identical, so there is no question as to which properties are bound to which objects. 

Figure 1 is an example of identity crowding. Intriligator and Cavanagh (2001) suggest that in 

cases like Figure 1, subjects are able to “visually resolve” each item even though they can’t 

“individuate” them by directing attention to each item in turn. Block uses the evidence from 

identity crowding to argue that we consciously see objects in the absence of attention to those 

objects. To establish that we consciously see the individual items in Figure 1, Block offers the 

following argument, which he summarizes in his 2014 response to Taylor (2013) and Richards 

(2016): 

“ …the subject consciously detects the crowded object (in the sense of distinguishing 

consciously between presence and absence), consciously differentiates the object from 

the background, consciously discriminates the crowded object from other objects and 

consciously identifies the crowded object, so it is difficult to see a rationale for denying 

that one sees the crowded object” (2013 p. 1). 
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Unlike Taylor and Richards, I agree with Block as well as Intriligator and Cavanagh that there is 

good evidence that a subject consciously sees the items in the crowded figure. But even if we 

accept Block’s inference from identity crowding abilities (such as detection, differentiation, 

discrimination, and identification) to conscious seeing, his conclusion that we see each item as 

an object is questionable. The evidence suggests only that we see the items in the crowd, not that 

we see them as objects. The view that I will defend is that we see the individual items as local 

parts of a global object. 

  

!          !  

A                                       B 

FIGURE 2 
A figure from a global/local task used by Caparos and colleagues (2013). The global object on 
the left – an 'X' – is consistent with the local objects it comprises – 'X's. The global object on 
the right – also an 'X' – is inconsistent with the local objects it comprises — ‘O’s. 

 In the psychological literature, researchers operationally define a global object as the 

overall configuration of a figure, and a local object as the elements that global object comprises 
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(Navon 1977; Enns & Rensink 1990: Treisman 2006; Caparos et al. 2013; see Figure 2) . I will 1

adopt this terminology and use the term ‘global object’ to mean an object or figure taken as a 

whole. I will use the terms ‘local part’ and ‘local object’ interchangeably. My suggestion is that 

in cases of identity crowding, a subject sees the global object, such as the collection of lines. In 

virtue of seeing this global object she also see the local parts, albeit in a degraded way. One way 

in which the visual perception of crowded items is “degraded” is that some location information 

is lost. For example, in one study, subjects were presented with a crowded collection of letters 

and asked to report the letters that they saw. Their reports were more accurate when they were 

asked to report the letters in any order than when they were asked to report the letters in the 

correct sequence. That is, if presented with the letter sequence ‘BTH,’ subjects might report 

‘BHT’ (Popple & Levi 2005; Whitney & Levi 2011). Similarly, other studies have shown that 

some semantic information about individual items is preserved in crowding, even though 

location information is lost (Huckauf et al. 2008). One natural reading of these studies is that in 

virtue of seeing the crowded group of letters, subjects see the letters in that group. But the 

representation of the letters is degraded because their location is represented incorrectly or 

imprecisely. Even so, it seems right to say that subjects see the crowded group of letters, and in 

virtue of seeing the group, they see the letters B, T, and H. To borrow Block’s argument, subjects 

in this experiment can detect the presence of the letters, discriminate each letter from the 

background, and distinguish one letter from another in order to identify them accurately. Given 

this, it would be tough to deny that subjects consciously see the B, T, and H. But the fact that 

 While I have adopted the term ‘object,’  not all psychologists writing on global processing use this term 1

to describe the distinction between global and local visual processing. I have borrowed the term ‘object’ 
from Treisman 2006, who writes about global object files and local object files which can be accessed via 
the deployment of global or local attention.
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subjects are inaccurate with respect to the location of each letter in the sequence suggests that 

they do not see them in the same way that we ordinarily see objects.  

 I think that something similar is going on in the identity crowding cases like the case in 

Figure 1. Subjects see the collection of lines, and in virtue of seeing the collection, they see the 

individual items. But they have difficulty performing tasks that require precise information about 

each part’s location, such as counting them.  

 A second way that information about parts is degraded in crowding cases is via the 

representation of statistical properties of the figure, like the average size, most common 

orientation, or the proportion of colored items in that figure.  Even when features are jumbled, 

subjects are able to accurately report summary information about the items in the crowd, such as 

the average or most common property (Parkes et. al. 2001). This suggests that information about 

items in a crowded figure is “combined rather than lost” (Whitney & Levi 2011 p. 161).  

 With these studies in mind, my view of identity crowding is as follows. When presented 

with a crowded figure, subjects see the global object, but the local parts are represented in a 

degraded way: location information is at best imprecise, and features are pooled into summary 

information. On this view, we should expect identity crowding cases to be a special case of 

crowding. Summary information in identity crowding cases is more specific than in non-identity 

crowding, because the items in the figure are qualitatively identical to each other. Compare a 

subject who sees an all-black crowded figure with a subject who sees a half-black and half-red 

crowded figure. If she sees a crowded figure of all-black items, there is no further information 

that the visual system needs to assign a color to each item in the crowd. In contrast, if she sees a 

figure that has half black and half red items, the visual system would need more information to 
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assign a color to each item. It would need information about which items are black and which are 

red, and this information about the precise location of objects and features is lost in crowding 

cases. The upshot is that in cases of identity crowding, we should expect a more determinate 

phenomenology than in non-identity crowding, which is exactly what we find. But we should not 

expect subjects to precisely locate or count all figures in the crowd, because location information 

about specific items is represented in an imprecise way.  

 One feature of my view is that I can give a unified account of crowding. On my account, 

in both identity and non-identity crowding, how the items appear in conscious vision is 

determined by the statistical properties of the whole figure. In identity crowding cases, the 

statistical properties of the figure leave little (or no) uncertainty about the properties of individual 

items. What is unique about identity-crowding cases is that the statistical properties of the figure 

determine many properties of the items it comprises, and as a result, our experience is more 

determinate. 

3. Do we see individual items? A response to Tye 

 Tye (2014) has developed a similar position in response to Block. He has argued that in 

identity crowding cases, a subject sees the crowded object without seeing the individual items in 

the crowd, like the sixth line from the cross in Figure 1. Unlike on my view, Tye denies that a 

subject sees the local parts in virtue of seeing the crowded figure. An interpretation like Tye’s is 

plausible for some crowding cases, which many psychologists understand in terms of the 

individual items being grouped by the visual system into a feature, like a texture (Parkes et al. 

2001; Cavanagh 2001). But it is less plausible for identity crowding cases, where we have 
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evidence that subjects visually resolve individuals in the crowd. For example, Intriligator and 

Cavanagh (2001) set out to measure the minimal distance that two items can be placed away 

from each other, such that subjects see each item as an individual (see Figure 3).  

 

FIGURE 3: Keeping their eyes fixed on the central 
cross, subjects were asked to detect the gap between the 
moving disks. The critical spacing for conscious seeing, 
beneath which subjects did not report seeing a gap, was 
below 1.24 cm (Intriligator and Cavanagh 2001). 

 

FIGURE 4: While keeping eyes fixed on the central dot, 
subjects were instructed to shift attention among the disks 
in a particular way. For example, they might be instructed 
to attend to the item on the far right of the bottom row, 
then shift attention to the adjacent disk on the left, then 
again to the left, and so on. The target was the disk that 
the subject would attend to if she followed all instructions 
correctly. Experimenters then highlighted one of the disks 
in the array, and asked subjects to report whether it was 
the target or not. The critical spacing for attention, 
beneath which subjects could not reliably perform the 
task, was 3 times coarser than the critical spacing for 

conscious seeing (Intriligator and Cavanagh 2001). 

They found that subjects could detect a gap at all of the spacings tested, down to a minimum 

spacing of 1.24 cm. This is smaller than the critical spacing for attention to an object, which they 

measured in a separate study, and found to be at least 3 times coarser, depending on where the 

target items fell in the visual field (Figure 4). Since subjects can visually resolve the disks in 
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Figure 3, the experimenters infer that they are also able to visually resolve those items in Figure 

4 that are spaced the same distance apart. Yet their difficulty performing the task in Figure 4 

suggests that they cannot attend to those items individually. This evidence is a problem for Tye’s 

interpretation. Given that we can see the disks as individuals in Figure 3, why would we be 

unable to see them in Figure 4, where the spacing of items is above the minimum for visual 

resolution? There are responses that one could give, such as that critical spacing may be variable 

and sensitive to contextual factors, like the number of items in an array. But as it stands, the 

empirical evidence offered by Intriligator and Cavanagh supports the claim that subjects visually 

resolve each item in the crowd, and not that they see them merely as a collection. 

 Although the evidence speaks against Tye’s view, it doesn’t establish a position as strong 

as Block’s, on which we see each individual line as an object. There is a third possibility, which I 

have put forward: subjects see the figure as a whole, and the individual items as parts of that 

whole. On my view, a subject does consciously see individual items in the crowd, albeit in a 

degraded way as compared to seeing an ordinary object. 

4. Global Attention 

 So far I have addressed the question of what a subject consciously sees in identity 

crowding cases. I’ve suggested that subjects see crowded items as parts (rather than objects or 

features) of a global figure, and shown that this is a distinct interpretation of the identity 

crowding cases. This only goes part of the way toward addressing Block’s argument. Block 

raises identity crowding as a counterexample to the claim that visual attention to an object is 

necessary for consciously seeing that object. Identity crowding is supposed to show that subjects 
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are able to see individual objects, even though they cannot object-attend to them. I agree with 

Block that subjects consciously see the items in an identity crowded figure, but I think they also 

attend to them as parts of a global object. To argue for this view, I will show that there is a 

correspondence between global attention and the kind of visual information typically available to 

subjects in crowding cases. That is, global attention gives us just the kind of information that 

subjects demonstrate in crowding cases. So, we have a way of accounting for how subjects 

attend to a crowded figure that both predicts and explains the resolution of conscious vision. If I 

am right, then identity crowding cases do not demonstrate consciousness of an object in the 

absence of attention to that object.  

 To introduce the concept of global attention, consider that it’s relatively uncontroversial 

to think that attention to an object comes in degrees: perceptual experiences can be more or less 

attentive. Similarly, there is some evidence that attention varies not only in degree of 

attentiveness, but also degree of focus. That is, in addition to falling on a spectrum from highly 

inattentive to highly attentive, perceptual experiences can also be more focused (as when we 

visually track an object) or global (as when we see the gist of a scene). As Treisman (2006) 

explains the distinction, when presented with a complex visual array, a subject has a choice as to 

how to deploy attention. She could select the local objects, attributing properties to them 

individually. Alternatively, she could select the group as a whole using global attention. This way 

of attending makes “a different set of properties available” than attending to each object 

individually, including “the global shape, global boundaries, and global relations between 

elements.” (Treisman 2006 p. 426). Another way of putting Treisman’s point is that global 

attention makes a subject sensitive to some information about object parts, albeit different 
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information than if she were to attend focally to those items. For example, attending to a global 

object enables subjects to identify abnormal lighting or orientation (Enns & Rensink, 1990), the 

overall configuration of an object (Navon 1977; Parkes et. al. 2001), the gist of a scene 

(Treisman 2006), and simple statistical properties of sets of objects (Treisman 2006; Cavanagh 

2001; Levi 2008; Parkes et al. 2001). 

 Global attention provides a good match for subjects crowding abilities. For example, 

consider the evidence from Popple & Levi (2005) and Huckauf et al. (2008) which suggests that 

crowding preserves some semantic information even when information about the precise location 

of items in a figure is degraded. Global attention predicts this result. By attending globally to the 

figure, subjects would have access to information about the overall configuration of the parts and 

the gist of figure (Navon 1977; Parkes et. al. 2001; Treisman 2006). For example, in virtue of 

globally attending to the figure, subjects may be able to report that the figure is a collection of 

letters rather than numbers or shapes, even though they cannot report other details about those 

letters, such as their precise order. Likewise, if subjects attend globally in crowding cases, this 

explains their sensitivity to statistical properties of the global object. Even when features are 

jumbled in a crowded figure, subjects can accurately report summary information about the 

crowd, such as the average size of the items, their most common orientation, or the proportion of 

colored items in that figure. The view that subjects are attending globally predicts this result, 

since subjects who deploy global attention are more sensitive to statistical properties than those 

that attend locally to each item (Treisman 2006; Cavanagh 2001; Levi 2008; Parkes et al. 2001). 

Equipped with the notion of global attention, we have an empirically motivated alternative to the 

current positions in the identity crowding debate, which helps us to make sense of this pattern of 
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empirical findings. Subjects don’t attend to each local object or to the items collectively, as a 

feature; instead, they attend to a global object, which provides a degraded visual representation 

of the local objects. The support for this view is that it predicts the results of many crowding 

studies, such as those discussed in section 2 of this paper.  

 One worry for my view is that Treisman sometimes speaks as though global attention is 

feature-based.  If global attention is a type of feature-based attention, then it could not do the 2

work that I need to explain attention to global objects. In the case of statistical properties, 

Treisman writes that “[g]lobal attention gives us good estimates of feature properties, but it does 

not yield properties for bound objects” (Treisman 2006 p. 428). This claim is in tension with the 

view that global attention is a type of object-based attention, which we would expect to yield 

properties for bound global objects. At other points in the same paper, however, Treisman 

suggests that we can globally attend to complex objects like the gist of a scene, a three-

dimensional figure, or the figures illustrated in Figure 2. In these cases, global attention is more 

plausibly understood as attention to a global object.  

 To resolve this discrepancy, I’ll take a closer look at the evidence that Treisman offers in 

support of the view that global attention does not yield properties for bound objects. Her research 

shows that when subjects attend globally to a figure, they get confused about which properties 

are bound to which parts within the global figure. That is, they make binding errors for the local 

parts of the global figure, which in turn suggests that subjects have not bound properties to local 

objects. Does it follow from Treisman’s findings that subjects do not attend to an object, because 

they do not bind properties to the local parts of a global object? I think it doesn’t, and that 

 I am grateful to Caroline Dicey Jennings for raising this objection.2
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Treisman’s reasoning only makes sense if “object” means “local object.” It’s true that subjects 

have not bound features to local objects. But it does not follow from this that they have not 

bound features to the global object. Once we allow for the possibility that some objects are 

global rather than local — which Treisman seems to accept — the conclusion that global 

attention is feature-based rather than object-based is less well supported. 

 There is also theoretical reason to resist the claim that global attention is feature-based 

rather than object-based. Since global attention is at least sometimes directed to complex figures, 

we would need to revise the notion of a feature in order to consider the gist of a scene or a 3-D 

configuration a type of feature, along with statistical properties like the proportion of blue items. 

But features are supposed to be the basic building blocks of perception, like color, shape, or 

contrast. Complex items like gist or 3-D configuration don’t fit neatly within this list of basic 

features, and so including them would involve a deep revision to our concept of a feature and its 

relation to an object. The way forward is to allow the empirical evidence to dictate our 

theoretical framework, rather than the other way around. Global attention may not fit neatly into 

our existing categories of types of attention, and this may reveal a limit of our conceptual 

framework for thinking about attention. What the research on global attention and crowding 

reveals is that we can attend to a global object, without thereby binding features to each of the 

local objects that it comprises.  

5. Object Seeing Requires Object Attention 

 I am now in a position to speak to the broader claim that is at issue in the identity 

crowding debate: does seeing an object require attention to that object? This paper defends the 
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necessity of attention for conscious seeing by arguing that identity crowding does not present a 

counterexample. Block has argued that identity crowding cases show that we can see individual 

items in a crowd without being able to object-attend to them. Thus he thinks identity crowding 

presents us with a case of object-seeing in the absence of object-attention. This paper has 

defended an alternate account of identity crowding. My account agrees with Block that what 

makes identity crowding cases unique among crowding cases is that their phenomenology is 

more determinate than non-identity cases. On my view, I explain this in the following way. 

Consider the identity crowding example in Figure 1. On the account that I have given, each item 

looks black to the subject because she sees a collection of all-black vertical lines. The properties 

of the individual items are determined by the statistical properties of the set of objects. Identity 

crowding cases are a special case of crowding not because we see each individual item as an 

object, but rather because the visual system can exploit statistical properties of the whole figure 

to represent certain properties of the items that figure comprises, such as color or size. 

 Block (2013) has claimed that the evidence from identity crowding demonstrates that 

conscious visual perception of objects has a finer grain than object attention. I have also argued 

against this view, by showing that the grain of global object attention predicts and matches the 

grain of conscious object seeing in cases of identity crowding. Just as we can see global objects, 

we can also attend to them globally, and thereby gain degraded access to their parts. I’ve 

summarized evidence that global attention is well-poised to explain subjects’ abilities in identity-

crowding cases. My view predicts that by attending globally to a figure, subjects will see its 

overall configuration, its statistical properties, and its gist properties. Turning to the literature on 

crowding, we find that these predictions are borne out by the data (Parkes et. al. 2001; Whitney 
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& Levi 2011). That is, global attention accurately predicts what subjects consciously see in cases 

of identity crowding.  3
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